The effects of monovalent doping in the A-site on the structural, magnetic and magnetocaloric properties in La 0.65 M 0.3 M' 0.05 MnO 3 (M=Ba, Ca and M'=Na, Ag, K) powder perovskite manganites have been investigated. Our samples have been synthesized by the conventional solid state reaction at high temperature. X-ray diffraction analysis using the Rietveld refinement show that all our shynthetized samples are single phase and crystallize in the orthorhombic structure with Pbnm space group for the samples where the A-site is occupied by Ca and monovalent element and in the rhombohedral system with c R3 The RCP values are comparable and almost the same for both series (about 70% of that of pure Gd), indicating that our compounds are suitable candidates to be used in magnetic refrigeration
Introduction
Recently, magnetic refrigeration based on magnetocaloric effect (MCE) has attracted considerable attention as it offers more considerable advantages than the conventional thermomechanical cooling techniques [1] [2] [3] . The MCE is an intrinsic property of a magnetic material arising due to the coupling of magnetic sub-lattice with the magnetic field. Increasing the strength of the applied magnetic field in a ferromagnetic material induces the alignment of the magnetic moments with the direction of the magnetic field which leads to a decrease of the spin entropy. This process is accompanied by a rise of the lattice entropy when the field is applied adiabatically. However, if we remove the magnetic applied field, the spin system tends to randomize which increases the spin entropy, reduces the lattice one and consequently lowers the temperature of the system. The search of a room temperature magnetic refrigerant is of special interest. The most studied compounds in this area are Gd 5 (Si 1-x Ge x ) [4] , MnAs 1-x Sb x [5] , MnFeP(O 0.45 As 0.55 ) [6] , La(Fe x Si 1-x ) 13 [7] and the perovskite manganites [8] . Manganites are interesting in application as potential candidates in magnetic refrigeration since they are cheap, easy to fabricate, possess tunable T C and high chemical stability.
According to the classical thermo-dynamical theory, the magnetic entropy change, M S Δ , produced by the variation of a magnetic field from 0 to H 0 is given by:
with Maxwell's relation:
one obtains the following expression [9] :
For magnetization measured at discrete field and temperature intervals, the magnetic entropy change defined in Eq. (3) can be approximated by :
where M i and M i+1 are the experimental values of magnetization measured at temperatures T i and T i+1 respectively, under magnetic applied field H i [10] . Using Eq. (4), by measuring the M-H curve at several temperatures, one can calculate the magnetic entropy change associated with the magnetic field variation. In the present work, we elaborated by the solid state method at high temperature the La 0.65 (Ca, Ba) 0.3 M 0.05 MnO 3 powder samples and investigated the effect of the monovalent doping on their structural, magnetic and magnetocaloric properties.
Experimental techniques
Polycrystalline samples of La 0.65 M 0.3 M' 0.05 MnO 3 (M= Ba, Ca and M'=Na, Ag, K) were synthesized using the solid state reaction method at high temperature. The starting materials were intimately mixed in an agate mortar and then heated in air up to 1000°C for 60 h. The obtained powders were then pressed into pellets (of about 1mm thickness) and sintered at 1100°C in air for 60 h with intermediate regrinding and repelling. Finally, these pellets were rapidly quenched to room temperature in air in order to freeze the structure at the annealed temperature. Phase purity, homogeneity and cell dimensions were determined by powder X-ray diffraction at room temperature. Structural analysis was carried out using the standard Rietveld method [11] [12] . Magnetization measurements versus temperature in the range 20-350 K and versus magnetic applied field up to 7 T were carried out using a vibrating sample magnetometer. MCE were deduced from the magnetization measurements versus magnetic applied field up to 7 T at several temperatures.
Results and discussion
In both series La 0.65 Ca 0.3 M 0.05 MnO 3 and La 0.65 Ba 0.3 M 0.05 MnO 3 (M=Na, Ag, K), the Mn 4+ amount remains constant equal to 40%. Monovalent element doping leads to a change in the average ionic radius <r A > and in the mismatch size σ 2 of the A-cation site. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of all our synthesized powder samples were recorded at room temperature and based on these patterns, their crystal structures were refined by Rietveld's profilefitting method. The profile refinement is started with scale and background parameters followed by the unit cell parameters. Then, the peak asymmetry and preferred orientation corrections are applied. For both series, the unit cell volume increases slightly with increasing the ionic radius of the A-site (Fig. 2) . For La 0.65 Ca 0.3 M' 0.05 MnO 3 samples, the orthorhombicity defined as O%=(b-a)/(b+a)x100 decreases from 0.31% for M=Na to 0.13% for M=K. This indicated that the structure tends towards pseudo-cubic symmetry as <r A > increases. 3+ and Mn 4+ ions decreases with increasing both <r A > and σ 2 leading to a weakening of the Curie temperature as will be discussed below. Magnetization measurements as a function of temperature in the range 20-300K and in a magnetic applied field of 50mT showed that all our synthesized samples exhibit a paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition with decreasing temperature (Fig. 3) . The T C values of the two series of samples, determined from the inflexion point of the magnetization curves, can be governed via at least two factors: <r A > and σ 2 , which may interact. It has been reported by various authors that in manganites, large values of σ 2 induce a lowering of the bandwidth of the e g electrons and consequently leading to a T C decrease [13] . For both series, as can be seen from Fig. 4 , the highest value of T C is observed for M=Na witch correspond to the lowers values of both <r A > and σ 2 . (Fig. 4a) , T C firstly decreases with <r A > and σ 2 , and then increases with further increasing <r A > (M'=K), indicating that the <r A > prevails over mismatch effect for M'=K sample. The T C decrease with increasing <r A > in La 0.65 Ba 0.3 M' 0.05 MnO 3 samples (Fig. 4b ) may be understood in terms of increasing σ 2 which leads to the presence of microscopic phase formation at the grain boundaries [14] . In order to confirm the ferromagnetic behavior of our samples at low temperatures, we performed magnetization measurements versus magnetic applied field up to 8T at several temperatures. It is shown in Fig. 5 As can be seen, Arrott plots show a positive slope which indicates that a second order magnetic transition occurs in our samples [15] . T)   T=20K  T=50K  T=80K  T=110K  T=140K  T=170K  T=200K  T=210K  T=220K  T=230K  T=240K  T=250K  T=260K  T=270K  T=280K  T=290K  T=300K  T=310K  T=320K T=90K  T=160K  T=200K  T=210K  T=220K  T=230K  T=240K  T=250K  T=260K  T=270K  T=280K  T=290K  T=300K  T=310K  T=320K  T=330K  T=340K  T=350K 
